Use the right joystick to maneuver your sky craft along the skyway, but be careful to avoid running into other objects or off the edge. You can pull back on the joystick to jump over holes or barriers in your path or press the fire button to destroy enemy craft, mines, or sky bugs (the mines and sky bugs show up at certain points along the skyway).

The sector you are in and the current level are displayed at the bottom of the screen along with the current score (left) and high score (right). Once you travel through three sectors, you advance to the next level and restart at sector one.

You can pause the game by pressing "P" and resume by again pressing "P" or the fire button. Press break to abort a game and return to the title screen.

You receive 500 points for destroying enemy craft, and 300 points for mines or sky bugs (it pays to destroy as many of the enemy as possible—the points build faster). Additional points are given during play as you travel. You have 5 sky craft when the game begins and an additional sky craft is awarded every 10000 points. The number of sky craft remaining are displayed between the scores at the screen bottom.

Push the fire button to start the game and...good luck!